
Annexure-I 
 

Technical specification for Media /Data Safe 
 

A) Design& Construction: 

1) Cabinet: The Cabinet shall be designed to protect the contents (Data / computer media) against 
fire hazard. 

2) Shell:  The outer and inner body of the cabinet shall be made of Mild steel with minimum 1 mm 
thickness and overall body thickness of not less than 100 mm (approx.), further fortified with 
composite multiple layer barrier as fire resistant barrier material to meet required fire protection. 
Overall thickness of the composite Barrier materials in the body should be not less than 100 mm. 

3) Door: The door of the cabinet shall be of steel of minimum 1 mm thickness and the overall 
thickness of the door shall not be less than 100 mm, further fortified with composite multiple layer 
barrier as fire resistant barrier material to meet required fire protection. The overall thickness of 
the composite barrier material for the door should not be less than 100 mm. 

4) Locking: The door shall have snap shut arrangement which get locked once push the door against 
the gasket. Snap shut arrangement to lock the door is must to protect the valuables stored inside 
the cabinet during use and in case of fire.  

The cabinet shall have minimum two 10 lever lock on the door, having original and duplicate sets of 
keys made out of nonmagnetic stainless steel. There shall not be any dummy lever in the lock. The 
locks shall be of quick push type locking system which shall get locked after push in case of 
emergency. 

B) Anti-Corrosion Treatment: 

1) All steel parts of the cabinet shall be processed for corrosion resistance, by twelve-tank treatment 
and further primed with Anti-corrosive High Build Epoxy primer.  

2) The finishing layer shall be of best quality Polyurethane paint with minimum 2 coats with minimum 
300 hrs of salt spray resistance. 

C) Capacity and storage system: The storage capacity shall be minimum 90 Liters with minimum usable 
internal sizes. 

D) Testing and Certification:  Above stated model or any other model of the Data/ Media safe Cabinet 
shall be tested at external test house such as UL- USA and / or CBRI for minimum 60 Min ‘Fire 
Endurance’, ‘Fire & Impact’ as well as ‘Fire Explosion’ tests as per UL-72 Class-125 wherein the internal 
temperature of the cabinet does not raise above 52°C and humidity above 80 percent.  Construction of 
all these models shall be identical to the model, which was tested at UL. 

E) Miscellaneous: The Party shall indicate the gross internal volume of the model offered which shall be 
supported by Drawings/Sketches/Calculations. The customer reserves its right to verify this by actual 
checking.  


